BEFORE

Why Replace It?
Perma-Glaze It!

Beautify
Your
Bathroom
or Kitchen
Affordably!

Multi-Surface Restoration for Your
Bathroom or Kitchen Saves Time, Money
and Looks Spectacular!

AFTER

Perma-Glaze® is a worldwide leader in the resurfacing and refinishing of numerous surfaces and
fixtures. Our state-of-the-art technology easily
refinishes bathtubs, showers, sinks, cabinets, appliances, countertops, ceramic tile, porcelain, metal,
fiberglass, Formica, cultured marble, and more. In
just a few hours, without removal, the Perma-Glaze®
system of polymer resins restores worn and
damaged surfaces to their original luster — at a
fraction of the replacement cost (SAVINGS are
typically 70% to 85%). The remarkable beauty of
Perma-Glaze ® is the result of our proprietary
process that combines unbeatable depth and
richness of color with a uniquely ultra-durable
surface that retains its lustrous
like-new look. Your home or
commercial facility will look
like you spent thousands of
dollars on remodeling, all
without breaking your budget.
The results will astound you!

Call Today for a Free Estimate
520-885-7397
Tucson’s Resurfacing Leader for Over 25 Years
1638 S. Research Loop Rd, #160 Tucson, Arizona 85710
www.permaglaze.com Email: permaglaze@permaglaze.com
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Safeguard Your Family

BEFORE

Bathroom and kitchen fixtures
need refinishing for
both cosmetic and
hygienic reasons.
When a surface
appears worn, cracked
and stained, it has become pitted or
porous, allowing dirt and germ deposits to
build up.With the Perma-Glaze ® process, the
old, worn, unsightly surface is cleaned and
chemically etched.Any chips, scratches or
structural discrepancies are leveled and
sanded smooth.Then, several layers of the
exclusive Perma-Glaze ® synthetic porcelain are
applied to the surface, creating a strong,
durable,lustrous finish that is fully guaranteed.
Only a high-gloss vitreous finish like Perma-Glaze ® can be
regularly disinfected and sanitized, yet remain stain-resistant,
safe and appealing.Also ask your representative about the
Perma-Glaze ® Lead-Lock Procedure that prevents leaching of
lead oxides in old porcelain bathtubs and sinks.
The Perma-Glaze ® process is
quick, safe, long-lasting and
helps protect those you love.

Frequently Asked Questions

“Does a Perma-Glazed surface
require special care?”

“Can my existing fixtures be cleaned or polished to
restore the shine?”

No, Perma-Glaze® can be
cleaned with any non-abrasive,
fixture or tile cleaner.

If your fixture is made of fiberglass, acrylic, or
cultured marble, it can in some cases be polished
(consult your local franchisee). If
normal household cleaners fail to
bring back the shine on you fixtures,
however, your finish has most likely
been damaged or worn and become
pitted and porous. The more you scrub,
the worse it will be.

"Why should I Perma-Glaze instead of
replacing my existing bathtub?"
Replacement fixtures are almost
always of lesser quality than the original
(They don’t make them like they use to!). What’s more, the
Perma-Glaze® restoration/refinishing process takes hours
versus weeks of expensive, messy and inconvenient removal
and replacement of bathtubs, tiles and other fixtures. Tub
replacement, for example, costs an average of $1,500 to $3,800.
The cost of a Perma-Glaze® refinishing is only a fraction
(about 15% to 30%) of that replacement cost – you save up to
85%! In short, Perma-Glaze® is a quick, clean and inexpensive
alternative to replacement.
AFTER

“Can Perma-Glaze repair chips and cracks?”

Please inquire about these
additional services:

Just Like New!

Traction Treatment
Prevent slip-and-fall injuries: When applied to tile, porcelain,
concrete, marble, brick or other hard mineral surfaces,Traction
Treatment actually makes the surface safer when wet than the
original surface was when dry!

Bathtub Liners & Wall Surrounds
Perma-Glaze ® acrylic bathtub liners and wall surrounds, which
are custom made to fit over old, drab, peeling or cracked
bathtubs,walls,and shower stalls,are a simple and inexpensive
solution. You will love this one day remodel!

Perma-Glaze® easily restores worn, chipped or broken tile,
porcelain, fiberglass, vitreous china, cast iron, stainless steel,
Formica, and cultured marble, without the hassle or expense of
replacement. Single chip repairs result in a matching, like-new
finish, durable enough that they are backed with the same
Perma-Glaze® guarantee.

“How long does it take to Perma-Glaze a
fixture,tile or appliance?”
Usually a few hours and always less than
one day. Most of the time is spent preparing
the original surface for reglazing. Once
Perma-Glaze® has been applied, there is only
a 48 hour “curing” time required before the
fixture can be used. (Accelerated curing time is also available.)

“Is Perma-Glaze real porcelain?”
It is a state-of-the-art synthetic glaze that has the luster and
texture of porcelain, with unbelievable durability.

“Does Perma-Glaze come in different colors and finishes?”
Absolutely! Perma-Glaze® is available in a wide variety
of designer colors and finishes – gloss, matte, satin and
speckle – sure to complement any decor. Custom colors
are easily mixed to match existing surfaces.

“Why should I choose
Perma-Glaze for
my refinishing needs?”
For over 25 years,
Perma-Glaze® has built
one of the most established, respected names
in the multi-surface
restoration industry. In
addition, our products
do not contain harmful
polyicocyanate resins.
Perma-Glaze® is also
incredibly beautiful,
with exceptional shine
and depth.

BEFORE

AFTER

“Will Perma-Glaze cause any harm to my home or pets?”
Definitely not. Any odors from chemicals we use are
exhausted by a window or fan and gone within a few hours.

“What should I do to prepare the fixture for Perma-Glaze?”
Any plumbing problems such as leaking faucets, broken
handles or pipes should be repaired in advance.

“Is there a charge for an estimate or inspection?”
All estimates and local on-site inspections are free of charge.
Call your Perma-Glaze® professional today and ask about
additional products and services.

